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• In September, Staff divulged that this citizen committee would 
be reviewing the new OAR Division 46 rules meant to define a 
path to compliance with House Bill 2001:

Allow “Middle Housing” in areas where single family 
dwellings are allowed and city regulations could not 
cause unreasonable costs and delays.

Middle Housing is defined as duplexes, triplexes, 
quadplexes, townhouses and cottage clusters.

• In preparation for this meeting, several NA members:
o Reviewed materials for the development of Division 46,
o Listened to testimony at state meetings
o Spoke with state staff and the local LCDC commissioner. 

• At the 1st committee meeting, staff claimed that compliance 
would definitely require lowering Bend’s minimum parking 
rates for “Middle Housing” (duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes, 
townhouses and Cottage Clusters.)

• When staff’s claim was questioned, staff pointed to a 13-page 
analysis prepared by the state’s consultant team.

• At the 2nd committee meeting, staff presented a flow chart 
claiming there were only two paths to compliance:

o Adopt the state’s Division 46’s minimum standards or,

o Adopt the state’s “Model Code” standards

o Meanwhile, the state provided an exhibit which showed
three paths to compliance

• Several NA members contributed to a memo and a follow up 
meeting with staff to present 10 suggestions including; 

a) Division 46 has three paths to compliance

b) Bend’s current code parking standards will 
meet the intent of HB 2001

• In response to our memo/meeting, staff gave testimony to 
the state agency asking for exclusion of alternative parking 
standards from the third path to force a lowering of Bend’s  
parking rate minimums.

• The state’s Land Conservation and Development Commission 
adopted the OAR Division 46 on December 9th.

• At the 3rd committee meeting, a majority of the committee  
recommended Duplexes should have no required parking.



• Why should HB 2001 compliance matter to the NLA/NAs?

o Staff’s code amendments may impact every Neighborhood Association.

• Participating in the work of the HB 2001 Stakeholder Committee is an excellent opportunity for the NLA/NAs 
to demonstrate how they can be a positive contributor to the land use planning in the community.

o Work is underway to help staff focus solely on the HB 2001 legislation requirements.

o Staff was convinced to present the third path to compliance of HB 2001.

o Work is underway to help staff demonstrate how the code amendments could impact Bend.

• NLA action?

• Each NLA representative should inform their board of the HB 2001 Stakeholder Committee mission.

• The NLA and NAs should be prepared to provide testimony at a future Planning Commission meeting.


